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It is reported that 68% of total households are raising pets. Considering the current environment, the
number of pets in developed countries has increased beyond the expectation. Also, it is predicted in
various research that the size of the pet market in USA will exceed over 99 billion dollars by the late
2020s (APPA 2020 Report in USA)
The number of pets living with humans is continuously increasing, however it still lacks of efforts to
understand pets and study them. In particular, it is more difficult to predict changes in international
industries due to pets. Distortion in the industry due to a lack of data on pets appears everywhere. In
fact, due to the backward industrial structure, data on the supply of pets has not been trusted for a
long time, and it is not confirmed howmany pet funeral services have developed.

There are no reliable figures for pets and related industries because the awareness of pets in this
society has not risen to the level of developed countries. But the more cause is the lack of a platform
to utilize the value of various data on pets.

On the other hand, changes in the system for analyzing and sharing information about people are
developing on an incomparable scale. The reason for mentioning this is because the establishment
of an information system for pets goes along with various information systems for people. In
particular, if information about pets can be converted into valuable information, such as converting
fragmented information on finance, purchase, and movement into worthy information, it will be an
opportunity to provide new diversity.

1.�Introduction�
A. Introduction of FTD Coin 
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The ecosystem of FTD Coin is to process various digital information about pets into new value-added
data on the blockchain platform. The ’My Data’ project was started as a national project in Korea in
2020. This project is not to arbitrarily utilize many digital data provided by people until now but to
provide relevant data for users through the provision of user-oriented data without leaking
information. As mobile technology improved, individual digital information or traces owned their
value, but most of them were used by companies. However, through the ‘My Data’ project, the
government and corporations are encouraged not to use information unilaterally more than
necessary through the user’s consent and protection of personal information when using user or
personal information. This method allows changing the subject of data use from a platform or
company to an individual by giving the user, the information provider, the authority and value for
the information.

The FTD Platform is in the progress of implementing an ecosystem to make an information platform
like ‘My Data’ into a user-oriented system while sharing the awareness of flow and utilization of
information as described above. Although pets cannot utilize their own data generated, it is clear
that they are continuously creating a lot of data. It has been up to people to provide and use these
data; however, the FTD Platform grants the right to offer and use these data to the people (users who
own them so it will encourage people and pets can coexist in a better way.
The platform, which utilizes the FTD Coin, is based on blockchain technology, which converts a lot of
fragmented or discarded data about pets into valuable data. The FTD Platform offers two types of
blockchain-based services.

1.�Introduction�
B. The Basic Ecosystem of FTD Coin 

1) ‘For the Dog’ Platform: an M2E platform for recording the physical activities of dogs.
2) Partnership with companies, such as veterinary hospitals and pet food companies, that have
external activity data (Order Based NFT Creation Tool)
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The FTD Platform must have user’s own Dog NFT through the issuance of NFT on the blockchain for
the M2E system service for pets. As is widely know, NFT is a non-fungible token, so it is useful to
apply pets to the M2E platform.
To briefly introduce the M2E system, M2E is an abbreviation of ‘Move to Earn,’ which
generally means the platform pays real money, points, or virtual assets under the
condition that it receives information about people’s daily movements. The fact that
the FTD platform includes the M2E service means that living with pets involves
significant motions, and the users can provide the equivalent route information as pets
accordingly. As the platform users present the platform with the data on these dynamic
movements, the platform can produce meaningful information combinations and
return the value of this information to users.

Another�feature�of�the�FTD�Platform�is�that�it�can�contain�information�about�the�entire�life�of�a�pet�
through�a�blockchain�service.�The�FTD�Platform�divides�services�for�pets�into�five�major�stages.

A. FTD (For The Dog) Platform Mechanism 

1) NFT Minting : Creating a new NFT with a picture of a dog
2) Raising : Leveling up to obtain more tokens as the users walk with their dogs and dress them
3) Earning : Earning BTD through M2E service
4) Breeding : Stages tomeet new pets through breeding, etc. 단계
5) Memorializing : A space for staking and commemoration after the NFT expires

Breeding�

Memorializing�Raising�

Earning�
(M2E)

02

03

04

05
01

Minting�(FTD)

2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 
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The FTD Platform provides Dog NFT issuance service for users who lives with pets. This Dog NFT
upgrades and issues into the 3D format NFT served by the platform to provide user convenience.
This Dog NFT

2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

The issued NFT can be stored as the 3D rendering image of the user’s pets through the FTD Platform
app. The Dog NFT installed in the FTD app records all activities and statues of the user’s pets; the
platform pays the user a reward for providing the information. This service will be cross-serviced
through a smart neckband dedicated to pets that the FTD Platform will provide in the future.
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FTD�is�a�multi-purposed�application�and�currently�consists�of�three�main�components.

The first is the coin used within the platform.
There are two main types of coins. The FTD (For the Dog) coin, described in this whitepaper, is an
official coin that governs the entire platform; platform users with level 30 or higher can acquire coins
within the platform through various activities. The second coin is a game- exclusive BTD coin; users
can gain coins, the game currency, through activities with pets equipped with NFT. BTD coins are
used for various purposes in the game. But, they can be exchanged for fiat currency through
numerous methods.

The second is the game (solo mode) supported by the platform.
In�solo�mode,�users�can�mount�their�Dog�NFT�on�the�FTD�Platform�and�do�M2E�activities�such�as�
walking�with�pets.�In�this�case,�users�will�receive�BTD�coins�from�the�platform�as�a�reward�for�M2E.�
Depending�on�the�user’s�levels�and�choices,�the�rewarded�coins�can�be�either�BTD�or�FTD,�but�the�
amount�that�can�be�obtained�may�vary�depending�on�various�conditions.�

i. Dog Type
ii. Efficiency attributes of Dogs
iii. Comfort properties of Dogs

2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

B. Components of the FTD Platform 

The third is to raise funds for pets.
A�portion�of�the�BTD�coin�will�be�operated�as�a�pool�for�compensation�for�walking�accidents�to�
prepare�for�diverse�accidents�that�may�occur�in�the�solo�mode.�Since�the�FTD�Platform�may�have�
many�external�activities�for�users�and�pets�for�M2E,�the�platform�will�operate�its�own�reward�pool�to�
support�users�so�they�can�use�the�platform�with�reassurance.�

These�three�conditions�are�prerequisites�for�paying�compensations�within�the�range�of�dogs’�energy�
provided�by�the�platform.�
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2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

C. Pets�Supported�by�the�Platform�

1) Efficiency�‒ Efficiency�influences�BTD�profits.�High�efficiency�attributes�improve�the�BTD�profits�
per�energy�consumed.�

2) Luck�(mystery�box)�‒ Luck�attribute�determines�the�frequency�and�quality�of�Mystery�Boxes.�
Users�may�receive�Mystery�Box�drops�during�dog�rental.�

3) Docility�‒ “Breeding”�improves�the�likelihood�of�creating�a�dog�of�a�good�breed�

4) Stamina�‒ the�cost�to�recover�dogs’�health�gets�higher�if�their�level�in�the�platform�game�is�high.�

사용자는BTD,�FTD코인을소각함으로써자신이보유하고있는반려동물에대한속성을재설정할수있다.

ii. Dog Type

The�platform�classifies�dogs�into�four�types.�They�are�all�designed�to�suit�different�levels�of�exercise�
strength�and�stamina.�

iii. Dog Quality

There�are�five�levels�of�quality�of�dogs.�When�a�user�creates�a�dog,�the�value�of�each�attribute�is�
randomly�selected�between�the�minimum�and�maximum�values,�depending�on�the�dog's�quality�

Name Optimal Speed(km/hr) Base Return per Optimal Speed

Small Size 1-6 4BTD per 1Energy spent

Medium Size 4-10 5BTD per 1Energy spent

Large Size 8-20 6BTD per 1Energy spent

Trainer 1-20 4-6.25BTD per 1Energy spent

Quality Minimum Attribute Maximum Attribute

Common 1 10

Uncommon 8 18

Rare 15 35

Epic 28 63

Legendary 50 112

i. Basic properties
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iv. Dog Level

A�user�may�spend�BTD�to�level�up�his/her�dog.�
A�fixed�amount�of�time�is�required�for�each�level-up,�and�it�increases�along�with�the�amount�of�BTD�
needed�per�a�dog's�level.�Users�can�spend�more�BTD�to�speed�up�this�process.�
Also,�FTD�is�required�to�level�up�a�dog�to�Level�29�or�30,�and,�at�the�time�of�the�level-up,�the�user�gets�
4�to�12�extra�attribute�points�depending�on�the�dog's�quality.�

v. Genesis Dogs

Quality Attribute�Point�/ Level Up

Common 4

Uncommon 6

Rare 8

Epic 10

Legendary 12

2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

• Genesis Dog #1 to 5,000 for breeding with a female dog
• Genesis Dog #5,001 to 10,000 for breeding with amale dog
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2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

D. Understanding�the�Properties�of�the�Pet�Platform�

i. Gem Types and Levels

When�a�dog�reaches�a�certain�level,�a�gem�socket�is�unlocked,�in�which�the�user�can�insert�in�it�a�
particular�gem�to�improve�the�dog�attributes.��(In�other�words,�an�efficiency�socket�only�accepts�
efficiency�gems.)�

There�are�four�types�of�gems,�and�each�gem�has�its�own�attribute.�

1) Yellow: Efficiency
2) Blue: Luck
3) Red: Comfort
4) Purple: Resilience

Users�must�burn�their�BTD�coin�to�upgrade�the�gem.�

Gem�
Level� Name Number�of�Gems�

to�Upgrade�to�Next�Level�
Payment
Method

Success
%

1 Chipped 3 BTD 35%

2 Flawed 3 BTD 55%

3 Regular 3 BTD 65%

4 Glossy 3 BTD+FTD 75%

5 Flawless 3 BTD+FTD 85%

6 Radiant 3 BTD+FTD 100%

7 Luminous 3 BTD+FTD 100%

8 Immaculate 3 BTD+FTD 100%

9 Enhanced N/A N/A N/A

ii. Socket types and properties

Each dog has four different sockets, which are distinguished by colors that match particular gem
types. Users insert a gem into a socket to enhance the dog's attributes. 
A socket is unlocked each time a dog reaches Levels 5, 10, 15 and 20. 
The higher the socket quality, the higher the attributes of the inserted gem. 
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2.�Understanding the FTD Platform (M2E Platform) 

E. M2E�Platform�and�NFT�Service�

i. Breeding andminting

Dog�NFTs�are�operated�by�a�level�system.�The�maximum�level�for�each�NFT�is�30,�and�a�Level�20�Dog�
NFT�can�unlock�the�breeding.�The�stats�of�a�parent�NFT�affects�the�stats�of�the�child�NFT�produced�
through�breeding.�In�other�words,�a�parent�NFT�with�high�stats�will�result�in�a�child�NFT�with�
equivalent�stats.�Breeding�consumes�a�parent�NFT,�and�users�will�get�a�new�child�NFT�along�with�
tokens�that�correspond�to�the�NFT�value.�

ii. Dog Minting Event

Dog�Minting�Event�(DME)�is�an�activity�of�breeding�a�user's�dog�with�a�company-owned�dog�to�come�
up�with a�new�puppy.

There�are�about�5,000�company-owned�female�dogs�available�for�breeding.�From�the�Mint�tab,�a�user�
selects�a�dog�for�breeding�and�presses�the�Mint�button.�After�choosing�the�parents,�a�Dog-box�will�be�
given,�which�the�user�can�open�immediately.
Each�user�is�given�up�to�seven�DME�opportunities.�The�more�the�user�performs�a�DME,�the�higher�the�
cost�of�BTD/FTD.�The�dog�minting�cost�for�each�parent�dog�is�calculated�individually�and�summed�up�
in�the�final�minting�cost.
Dog�minting�requires�an�idle�period�of�48�hours,�but�users�may�still�move�their�dogs�

iii. Cost of Dog Minting

Minting�cost�varies�depending�on�the�attributes�and�rarity�of�the�company-owned�parent�dog.�
The�higher�the�level�of�a�user's�dog,�the�higher�the�possibility�of�acquiring�a�puppy�with�better�
attributes.�Users�can�grow�these�puppies�into�dogs�by�minting�them�two�to�three�times,�and�the�
maximum�level�of�the�puppies�is�fixed.�
For�example,�Level�10�is�the�maximum�level�of�a�minted�puppy,�but�it�may�reach�Level�20�to�grow�into�
a�junior�dog�through�re-minting.�A�Level�20�junior�dog�can�go�through�another�minting�to�become�a�
senior�dog,�which�is�the�highest�level.�
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3.�Evolution of the FTD Platform (BTD Platform) 

A. Metaverse�Game�Service�‒ ‘Check-In’�

The�FTD�Platform�will�launch�a�new�game�service�that�combines�the�metaverse�and�offline�activities�
to�expand�users’�M2E�services.�This�service�is�a�game�that�allows�users�to�acquire�additional�revenue�
by�preempting�their�main�walking�course�when�they�walk�with�their�Dog�NFTs�and�their�actual�dog.

Users�can�apply�the�scope�of�the�area�that�they�walked�in�real�life�with�their�dogs�in�the�metaverse�to�
define�their�unique�areas,�and may�charge�other�users�walking�in�this�area�a�fee.

Users�can�save�their�favorite�trails�and�trekking�courses�as�NFTs�in�the�metaverse.�
They�can�also�“mark”�the�paths�of�movements�and�areas�linked�to�GPS�data�
and�make�additional�marking�earns�in�proportion�to�all�earnings�generated�in�a�marked�area.
All�marked�areas�are�granted�exclusive�ownership,�which�can�be�later�utilized�in�staking�and�
marketplaces.�

Area
Where other users pay fees
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NFT MARKET

B. Order-based�NFT�Creation�System�

It�is�a�Dog�NFT�marketplace�created�through�a�collaboration�with�designers.�It�is�a�new�concept�
platform�for�sellers�who�request�a�designer�to�create�a�specific�appearance�and�emotion�for�minting.

Users�can�produce�upgraded�images�for�Dog�NFT�using�the�Designer�Pool,�and�designers�who�
participate�in�collaboration�can�receive�a�commission�by�accepting�the�request.�

01. User

02. User’s picture
Of a dog

03. Designer pool
(User select the designer)

04. Issue various
Dog NFTs

Sales Revenue

request to issue 
Dog NFTs

3.�Evolution of the FTD Platform (BTD Platform) 

Sales Commission
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4.�Understanding Liquidity of FTD Coin 

As�discussed�in�Chapter�3�of�this�whitepaper,�FTD�Coins�are�distributed�and�burned�in�various�
methods�through�the�activities�of�dogs�and�interaction�with�the�platform.�Users�will�acquire�free�FTD�
and�BTD�coins�through�games�and�basic�actions�on�the�platform�with�the�airdrop.�These�obtained�
coins�will�get�used�again�to�upgrade�their�dogs�within�the�platform�and�issue�new�NFTs.�

The�M2E�and�other�methods�have�already�been�mentioned�within�the�platform.�But,�applying�the�
same�M2E�by�implementing�a�GPS-based�augmented�reality�game�like�“Check-In”�within�the�
metaverse�can�be�said�it�is�a�significant�challenge�as�a�dog�linkage�platform.�

In�general,�the�liquidity�of�coins�divides�into�distribution�and�incineration.�
In�the�case�of�the�FTD�coin,�they�get�distributed�through�various�services�based�on�M2E�for�free.�In�
this�case,�there�may�be�concerns�about�the�increase�in�coin�liquidity,�but�the�platform�provides�
benefits�that�can�continuously�burn�coins�through�different�services�linked�to�NFT.�

The�correlation�between�liquidity�supply�and�incineration�of�FTD�coins�can�be�highly�fascinating.�The�
liquidity�of�coins�takes�the�M2E�form.�However,�these�coins�do�not�get�distributed�based�on�people’s�
data�like�the�universally�known�apps�such�as�Working�coin;�they�are�distributed�based�on�the�
behavior�of�dogs�living�with�users.�In�addition,�since�the�coin�distribution�is�done�based�on�the�
advancement�of�pet�data,�as�mentioned�in�the�introduction,�the�platform�has�the�advantage�of�
providing�more�linked�services�through�user�participation.�

FTD�Coin�Amount

TIME

Prediction�on�liquidity�increase�
according�to�coin�distribution�

FTD�overall�liquidity�trend�

Prediction�on�the�amount�of�
Coin�incineration�
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The�M2E�service�will�provide�significant�value�to�both�users�and�platforms.�Also,�FTD�coins�obtained�
through�M2E�activities�and�profit-type�services�sometimes�use�as�a�tool�to�utilize�new�services�
according�to�users’�decisions;�however,�some�have�the�advantage�of�being�used�as�coin�trade�
through�exchanges.

Value�change�in�the�FTD�and�BTD�coin�will�ultimately�get�determined�by�the�difference�between�the�
liquidity�supply�and�the�incineration�volume.

The�chart�below�is�a�schematic�diagram�that�describes�how�the�supply�and�incineration�of��coins�
affect�the�change�in�the�FTD�coin�value.�This�chart�will�motivate�coin�incineration�with�platform�
persistence�and�suggest�more�incineration�systems.�

FTD Coin�Amount I FTD�Value
FTD�value�change�prediction

Overall�FDT�liquidity�decline

TIME

4.�Understanding Liquidity of FTD Coin 
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FTD�whitepaper�and�website�
MOU
Issuing�NFTs�(dogs)
App�development�(M2E�App�Ver.�0.5�/�GPS�based)

List�on�global�exchanges�Select�NFT�Market�partners�FTD�app�
update�(Ver.�1.0)��NFT�community
Designer�pool

FTD�Metaverse�Service
Product�launch�(collaboration�with�pet�brands)
FTD�app�ver.�2.0�(Offline�SVC�with�AR)

Release�FTD-based�GPS�device�service
FTD�world�metaverse�service�
• Check-In�Game
• Memorial�Park
• Breeding�Service

Reset�FTD-based�pet�data�business�
• My�Pet�Data�Business
• Partnerships�with�companies�that�own�data�
(ex)�veterinary�clinics�and�animal�food�manufacturers)

Business Road Map

2022 3Q

2022 4Q

2023 1Q

2023 2Q

2023 3Q
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Coin�Information�&�Distribution�

Hardcap
7%

Softcap
3%

Marketing & 
Operation

10%

Advisor
5%

Partners
5%

Team
10%

Social-fi
6%

Ecosystem
54%

% Of Total Distribution Schedule

18 month�periodically vesting

18 month�periodically vesting

36 month�periodically vesting

12 month Lockup, After Monthly 4.2% release 

12 month Lockup, After Monthly 4.2% release 

12 month Lockup, After Monthly 4.2% release 

48 months periodically vesting

48 months periodically vesting

First month lockup of all volumes excluding M&O

Hardcap

Softcap(Public/IDE/IDO)

Marketing & Operation

Advisor

Partners

Team

Social-fi

Ecosystem

TOTAL

7%

3%

10%

5%

5%

10%

6%

54%

100%

Initials

Full�Name

Total�Issuance

Decimals

Production�Base

FTD

For The Dog

1,600,000,000 FTD

18

Based on ETH
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Legal�Disclaimer�

FTD�Coin�is�not�marketable�securities�and�does�not�represent�ownership.�Therefor,�the�content�of�this�
whitepaper�is�not�used�for�financial�promotion.�FTD�Coin�will�be�operated�according�to�the�plan�
based�on�the�contends�written�in�the�whitepaper.�(Development�changes�may��apply��based��on��
objective��and��reasonable��decisions.)��In�order�to�participate�FTD�Coin,�please�check�and�fully�
understand�the�following�information�and�agree.

1. FTD�Coin�does�not�constitute�marketable�securities�in�any�jurisdiction.

2. All�information�in�this�whitepaper�is�not�used�for�inducing�or�inviting�investment�activities�in�any�
form.

3. This�whitepaper�should�not�be�arbitrarily�interpreted�or�understood.�(Including�FTD�Coin,�ICO,�
exchange�and�related�Platform)

4. All�information�included�in�this�whitepaper�and�information�announced�currently�or�in�the�future�
by�FTD�Coin�should�not�be�interpreted�as�a�profit�in�any�form�or�a�guarantee�of�profit�regardless�
of�the�time�of�release.

5. We�acknowledge�that�there�are�risks�associated�with�cryptocurrencies,�such�as�large�amount�
variability�and�particular�risks�of�the�cryptocurrency�market;�this�includes�financial�losses.

6. There�may�be�risks�related�to�operation�of�FTD�Coin�business,�the�sale�of�cryptocurrency,�etc.

7. FTD�Coin�business�is�under�development�and�there�may�be�changes�before�the�release.

8. We�acknowledge�that�e-mail�may�be�sent�from�FTD�Coin.�Also,�e-mail�notifications�do�not�request�
for�your�confidential�information.�Therefore,�there�may�be�possible�scams,�phishing�attempts�
and�malicious�approaches�in�this�regard.�Please�do�not�respond�to�informal�inquiries.

9. FTD�Coin�may�not�guarantee�the�operating�period�of�FTD�Coin�business.�FTD�Coin�business�may�
be�suspended�for�number�of�reasons,�such�as�lack�of�public�interest�or�lack�of�funds�for�solution�
development.

10. FTD�Coin�holders�do�not�imply�that�they�own�any�marketable�securities�or�share�of�FTD�Coin.

In�order�to�avoid�any�mutual�interests�and�disputes�between�you�and�FTD�Coin,�please�clearly�
understand�and�acknowledge�legal�disclaimers�above.�
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